
Animal
Sanctuary
Nurturing compassion towards
animals and environment

Rescue | Welfare | Education 

Through education, advocacy, and sustainable
interventions, the Qi To Happiness Foundation
promotes the compassionate treatment of people
and animals.
The Qi Animal Sanctuary programme educates
individuals on how to create a compassionate and
caring society that accepts benign responsibility for
ourselves, each other, fellow animals, and the
planet.

improving
lives



Right now, everyone in our fast-paced world could use some

empathy, love, and compassion. It can be very difficult to find

a reliable source of comfort or support system. Humans have

difficulty connecting, especially with animals.

There has always been a conservative approach to such

pressing matters in India. The primary objective of the Qi to

Happiness Foundation is to promote empathy through animal

affection. It is of the utmost importance to bridge the gap

between humans and animals, as there has always been a lack

of understanding between the two.

We want people to do one simple thing: visit our animal
sanctuary with an open heart, and we guarantee they will
develop a new appreciation for animals and the environment.

Why is our work
important?

kindness &
compassion
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Our animal sanctuary's mission is to provide permanent care for

rescued animals and to engage people in educational activities

that promote animal compassion.

The significance of humane education and the significance of

the human-animal bond are well understood by us. We strive to

bridge the gap by hosting informative visits and introducing the

general public to our ambassador animals. It provides a glimpse

into the dynamic and loving world of animals, fostering

compassion and instilling kindness.

What we do

Our Team

engaging
people



Through our Humane Education Program, we intend to utilise a

child's innate fascination and affinity for animals as a basis for

fostering compassion for all beings and our shared environment.

Animals are an incredible tool for teaching your child empathy,

kindness, and self-esteem. According to studies, humans who

frequently interact with animals have greater self-esteem,

confidence, and social skills.

Our programs help instill social consciousness in children,

preparing them to become compassionate change agents. Our

objective is to cultivate the cognitive capacity, emotional

capacity, and behavioural resources necessary to attempt to

alleviate the discomfort of others.

education
is key



Social Awareness
Our programs assist children in developing social awareness,

discovering their place in the larger community, and enhancing

their academic and civic engagement as compassionate agents

of change.

Environmental Guardianship
Incorporates not only human-animal interactions, but also

broader humanistic, environmental, and social justice

frameworks, as well as earth stewardship and sustainability.

In addition to ethical
treatment of animals

significance

Recognizing Interdependence
Recognizes the interdependence of all living things and

promotes an awareness of the necessity of compassion and

respect for people, animals, and the environment.

Social Emotional Learning (SEL)
Teaching children to recognise and manage intense emotions in

themselves and others, to cultivate empathy, to make sound

decisions, and to form positive relationships.

Development of Empathy
Developing the cognitive capacity, emotional capacity, and

behavioural resources necessary to attempt to alleviate the

distress of others.



The majority of the animals on our farm have been rescued.

They have endured a difficult existence in deplorable

conditions, yet have emerged as compassionate and loving

animals. Each has a unique and enlightening history that helps

visitors connect with them. Some individuals are, however,

selected for their suitability to such programmes.

Their stories are a natural way to teach people that animal
suffering is a common occurrence, and that despite this, they
can be so affectionate towards us when treated with
compassion.

animal
ambassadors



Buddha is around 29 years old, and is one of the oldest

residents in our sanctuary. He was rescued from a panjrapole in

Jaipur where he was suffering from several ailments including

severely infected wounds and emaciation. He was originally

owned by tanga wala who repeatedly abused him and gave him

little to no food. Buddha had collapsed due to unbearable pain

in his knees. He was abandoned by his owner to die, literally.

After his rescue he gradually got better physically but his hatred

towards humans was evident and understandable.

Flash forward to now - he is living his life to the fullest in the

company of his new friends, eating his favourite foods, rolling in

the sand, getting baths and massages, and rolling in the sand

again. He is one of the most vocal of all, and is famous for

greeting anyone who carries yummy carrots and alfalfa greens. 

His transformation is nothing short of magical - from a dying

mule to a human hater to an absolute sweetheart. animal
stories



Khatti and Meethi are two of the goofiest donkeys you'll ever

meet. As their names suggest, Khatti is super mischievous and

Meethi is a darling. It is hard to imagine that they were destined

to a cruel life carrying heavy loads at a brick factory in Anand,

Gujarat. Their timely rescue prevented them from a lifetime of

suffering. They were severely malnourished and had a hard time

trusting people.

They have now opened up and exhibit strong personalities. They

were only a year old when they came to us, timid little donkeys,

and now they're confident brats. They demand attention at all

times. If they get to know someone is carrying treats, they will

shouting at the top of voice till their demand is met with. One

may try their best to avoid them but a tug on their clothes will

bring the attention right back.

animal
stories



sheep pigs

emus geese ducks

goats

guinea pigs rabbits

chickens

rodents

turkeys pigeons

our animals



Best husbandry practices
Animal welfare is always our highest priority. All of our animals

receive health checks, vaccinations, a balanced diet,

disinfection, and enrichment activities.

Housing
All animal housing takes into account the natural habitat of the

species and strives to meet the animal's physiological and

psychological needs. Each enclosure is equipped with electrical

connections for the installation of heaters and coolers, as well

as lighting and ventilation fans.

Nutrition
We are aware of the nutritional needs of our animals and

provide them with wholesome food according to seasonal

requirements. They receive a balanced staple diet along with

various supplements. When special foods are required, they are

sourced from India and abroad.

Enrichment and behavioral conditioning
All of our animals participate in a robust behavioural and

environmental enrichment program. This prevents boredom by

keeping them physically and mentally occupied. We also provide

dietary enrichment by providing a variety of foods daily. Our

animals are conditioned to interact with humans, where every

interaction is a pleasant one filled with tasty treats.

care of
animals



We are dedicated to providing lifelong care for all of the

animals in our sanctuary, as well as raising awareness through a

variety of educational programs.

Our annual goal is to educate and sensitise one lakh children

and adults. This will be accomplished through structured and

interactive sessions for the general public, as well as curriculum-

based school programs.

Thank you, and we look
forward to working
with your support. help us



ANIMAL SPONSORSHIPS Annual and bi-annual

Monthly, bi-annual, annual

No restrictions

FOOD IN KIND

GENERAL DONATIONS

Animal Sponsorships 
By sponsoring animals at our animal sanctuary, you are helping

us in achieving our mission of providing a comfortable,

permanent home for the animals, educating people about the

importance of animals and the environment, and promoting

compassion and kindness education.

Food In Kind
You can contribute directly to the feeding of our animals. We

need grains, vegetables, fruits, fodder grass, species-specific

pellets, nutritional supplements, etc.

General Donations
You can contribute to the general management of our animal

sanctuary, which includes animal welfare, programs,

maintenance, staff salaries, medical expenses, etc.

How can you help

how to help



If this cause is close to your heart, please donate and help us

build something truly amazing. Not only are we improving lives of

the animals at the sanctuary, we are also bringing about a huge

change in how people perceive animals.

If you have any questions or need more information, feel free to

contact us on +91-73836 36524 or qitohappiness@gmail.com or

visit our website qitohappiness.org.

donate

Bank details
A/c name: Qi to Happiness Foundation
A/c no.: 048094600001450
Bank name: Yes Bank Ltd, Prahladnagar, Ahmedabad
IFSC Code – YESB0000480

Your donations are tax exempted u/s 80G of Income Tax Act.



Animal Sponsorships
Healthy diet | Veterinary care

Enrichment | Enclosure improvements

Rabbits

Guinea pigs

Pigeons

Chickens & turkeys

Ducks & geese

Emus

Sheep

Goats

Pigs

Donkeys

Mule

Cow

₹10,000

₹10,000

₹5000

₹10,000

₹10,000

₹10,000

₹10,000

₹10,000

₹10,000

₹10,000

₹10,000

₹10,000

₹1,20,000

₹1,20,000

₹60,000

₹1,20,000

₹1,20,000

₹1,20,000

₹1,20,000

₹1,20,000

₹1,20,000

₹1,20,000

₹1,20,000

₹1,20,000

Per month Per year

Become a supporter and join us in our mission.






